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Abstract—Surname (family name) analysis is used in geog-
raphy to understand population origins, migration, identity,
social norms and cultural customs. Some of these are suppos-
edly evolved over generations. Surnames exhibit good statistical
properties that can be used to extract information in names
data set such as automatic detection of ethnic or community
groups in names. An e-mail address, often contains surname as
a substring. This containment may be full or partial. An e-mail
address categorization based on semantics of surnames is the
objective of this paper. This is achieved in two phases. First
phase deals with surname representation and clustering. Here, a
vector space model is proposed where latent semantic analysis is
performed. Clustering is done using the method called average-
linkage method. In the second phase, an email is categorized
as belonging to one of the categories (discovered in first phase).
For this, substring matching is required, which is done in an
efficient way by using suffix tree data structure. We perform
experimental evaluation for the 500 most frequently occurring
surnames in India and United Kingdom. Also, we categorize the
e-mail addresses that have these surnames as substrings.
Index Terms—Vector space model; latent semantic analysis;
surnames; average link clustering method; suffix tree;
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to rapid growth of digital data, knowledge discovery
and data mining have great potential which would turn data
into useful information and knowledge. Text mining (some-
times called ‘mining from text documents’) is to extract knowl-
edge from a set of text documents [6]. One such knowledge
is to discover the clustering structure present in the data, i.e.,
to find groups of documents [11]. This can be later used to
categorize a new document in to one of these pre-discovered
classes (clusters) or as an outlier (saying ‘does not belong to
any of these groups’). Similar to this, names, like first names,
family names of individuals can be clustered to find inherent
structure present in them which later can be used to classify
a new name. This knowelge is shown to have importance in
geography [5].
Broadly speaking, family names (surnames) represent eth-
nic, geographic, cultural and genetic structures that have been
developed in human populations. It is a well known fact that
people migrate from one location to other due to job prospects,
economic prosperity, political unrest, etc. However, the sur-
names of migrants retain semantic similarity to surnames of
the people at their original locations.
In future, an e-mail address can be used as a form of
digital identify of an individual that often holds surname as a
substring. Thus, a methodology is important to categorize an
e-mail address based on the knowledge extracted from names
data set. Hence, association among people can be predicted
from the e-mail addresses. The objective of this paper is to
extract information in names data set which can be used in
classifying an e-mail address. Knowledge discovery in names
data set involves identifying relationship or association among
groups of people (surnames).
In text mining, latent semantic analysis (LSA) is used in
finding semantic similarity between terms (words) across doc-
uments [15]. Here, a document is seen as a bag of words where
the lower level structure (like phrases, sentences which shows
a definite relationship between words) present in the document
is neglected. It is shown that the phrase based approaches does
not perform well since phrases do not repeat as the terms
repeat in a set of documents. Hence, phrase based approaches
do not capture good statistical information [14]. Vector space
model is used popularly in text mining to represent documents.
Similarly, surnames provide good statistical information at
several location to extract knowledge from names data set
using vector space model. Several surname analysis techniques
have been developed in [3], [10], and [9], but do not explicitly
use the vector space model to extract knowledge.
Our contribution: To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first paper that represents surnames at different locations
in a vector space model and applies classical text mining
techniques such as latent semantic analysis (LSA), average-
link clustering method, and suffix tree data structure appropri-
ately to perform categorization of e-mail addresses based on
semantics of surnames.
The proposed method in this paper has two phases. In the
first phase, it represents surnames in a vector space model
and applies LSA and an average link clustering method in
order to cluster surnames which co-occur together in several
locations. In the second phase, it constructs the suffix tree of an
e-mail address which compactly represents all of the suffixes
of the e-mail address. Further, it performs a substring matching
technique such that if any surname is present as a substring
in the e-mail address then the e-mail address is assigned into
the cluster to which the surname belongs. This means that if
two surnames that are in the same cluster are substrings of two
different e-mail addresses then these two e-mail addresses will
also be assigned into the same cluster.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II sets out
the background and literature review for the proposed work.
Section III describes proposed method for e-mail address
categorization. Section IV presents the experimental results
and finally Section V presents conclusion and future work of
the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
This section briefly explains some of the background tech-
niques and literature review that are used in this paper to
develop the proposed method.
A. Background
Vector space model is popularly used to extract information
in text documents. Consider if a document contains a bag of
words then each document could be represented with a �-
dimensional vector where �- represents � most frequent terms
(or words) in a set of documents. Each element of the vector
represents either term frequency multiplied by the inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF1) if the term is present in the
document or 0 if the term is not present in the document.
A set of documents are represented using a set of vectors in
the form of a term-document matrix and techniques such as
latent semantic analysis (LSA), clustering and classification of
documents can be performed on the term-document matrix [2].
The LSA method computes the semantic similarity among
words in the term-document matrix. It performs corpus based
statistical analysis that finds words which co-occur together in
several documents [15]. LSA represents a vector for each word
and hence the cosine similarity between two vectors can be
used to measure semantic similarity between corresponding
words. Popular clustering methods can be applied to group
words that are semantically similar. Clustering methods can be
divided into two types, i.e., hierarchical and partitional clus-
tering methods. Hierarchical methods represent clusters and
subclusters in a hierarchy. If �� and ��+1 are two successive
levels, then normally, either �� is a refinement of ��+1 or ��+1
is a refinement of �� . Single-link, complete-link and average-
link clustering methods are the most widely used methods of
this category which produce arbitrarily shaped clusters when
compared with partitional clustering. The single-link clustering
method is sensitive to noisy patterns and may merge two
clusters if they are connected by a chain of noisy patterns [1].
In this sense, average link clustering method can be used to
find good clusters.
1A popular representation scheme in information retrieval weights each
term using a global weight IDF which is inversely proportionate to the number
of documents that contains the term
B. Literature review
Surname analysis have been developed in geography such
as identifying spatial concentration of surnames [3], migrant
surname analysis [8], uncertainty in the analysis of ethnicity
classification [10], and ethnicity and population structure anal-
ysis [9]. However, the degree of similarity between surname
mixes has been developed by comparing relative frequencies of
surnames at different locations such as isonymy [7] and Lasker
distance [13]. These measures are complementary measures
such that the inverse natural logarithm of the isonymy creates
a more intuitive measure called Lasker distance. These are
applicable to study inbreeding between marital partners or
social groups, but do not explicitly address the semantic
similarity between surnames. E-mail address categorization
based on semantics of surnames is proposed in the following
section.
III. E-MAIL ADDRESS CATEGORIZATION
This section describes the proposed e-mail address catego-
rization method. Figure 1 presents a block diagram for an
e-mail address categorization technique which has two phases
represented using dotted lines. Figure 1 also documents each
phase as follows. In the first phase, the semantics of surnames
are identified by representing a set of names at each location
using a vector space model followed by latent semantic
analysis as shown in the three blocks and as explained in
Subsection A. Further, clustering of surnames is shown as an
average-link clustering method and is explained in Subsection
B. In the second phase, suffix tree construction of an e-mail
address is shown in two blocks and is explained in Subsection
C. Surname identification in an e-mail address is shown in
matching algorithm and is explained in Subsection D.
A. Semantics of surnames
We adapt methods used in information retrieval in order to
represent each location which contains a bag of surnames as a
vector, and this is used to identify the semantics of surnames.
Consider the location space of a region or a country
consisting of a set of locations where each location has a
bag of surnames. Let there be � locations that are represented
as ℒ1, . . . ,ℒ�. A typical vector space model represents each
location with a vector consisting of � entries where �
represents the top � frequently occurring surnames in a region
or a country. Let these top � frequently occurring surnames
be � = �1, . . . , ��. The vector space model for each location
ℒ� is represented with a �-dimensional vector, for � = 1 to �
is given in (1) where ���� represents the weight of the surname
�� in location ℒ� .
ℒ� =< ���1 , �
�
�2
, . . . , ���� > (1)
We assign weight ���� that represent the weight of surname
�� in location ℒ�. The weight depends upon the number of
occurrences of surname �� in location ℒ� called surname
frequency and a global weight for each surname �� called
inverse location frequency (ILF). The weight ���� is given
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in (2). Here � ��� is the frequency of surname �� at location
ℒ� and ��� (��) is the inverse location frequency.
���� =
{
� ��� ∗ ��� (��) if surname �� in location ℒ
�
0 if no surname �� in location ℒ�
(2)
��� (��) provides the importance of surname �� that retrieve
locations using surname �� . If surname �� appears only in
a particular location then it is easy to retrieve that location
given the surname �� . If a surname appears in one location
then it is of greater importance than a surname that appears
in several locations. If �� is the number of locations in which
the surname �� appears and � is the total number of locations
then ��� (��) is given in (3).




Let the location space which contains a set of locations be ℒ,
represented by a matrix consisting of location-surnames. For
our convenience, let ℒ� be a transpose matrix of ℒ having �
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We apply LSA to ℒ� which in-turn applies a SVD technique
that decomposes ℒ� into three matrices � , � and �� such
that ℒ��×� = ��×���×�(��×�)� . The matrices ��×� and
(��×�)� correspond to surnames and locations respectively
which consist of orthonormal columns. The matrix ��×� is a
diagonal matrix that containing the singular values in descend-
ing order where the ��ℎ singular value indicates the amount of
variation along the ��ℎ axis. We focus on matrix ��×� which
corresponds to surnames that have � columns represented with
���1, . . . , ����. This means that each surname �� is a vector
of � dimensions such that �� =< ��1, . . . , ��� >, for � = 1 to
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⎞
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The semantic similarity between two surnames �� and �� is a
cosine similarity between two vectors �� and �� which is given
by (4). Further, the clustering of surnames can be performed
using the semantic similarity given by (4) to identify semantic

















B. Clustering of surnames
We used average-link clustering method to develop a good
semantic clusters of surnames.
Average-link clustering produces a hierarchy of clusters.
Let ��, �� be two clusters of surnames then the average-
link similarity (������) between two clusters of surnames is








Initially, the average-link clustering method assumes that each
surname �� ∈ � is a separate cluster and proceeds by merging
two clusters at each iteration of the clustering process. If the
average-link clustering method reaches the desired number
of clusters then the merging process ceases. Otherwise, at
each iteration, it finds two clusters such that the average link
similarity (������) between these two clusters is a maximum
and merges them into a single cluster. The algorithm for
average-link clustering method is given in Algorithm 1.
C. Suffix tree construction method
A suffix tree is a versatile data structure that stores all
suffixes of a given string that can be constructed in linear
time [12]. It has been used in many applications [16], [4].
Given a string �, an enhanced string is represented as �$ to
make sure that every suffix is unique. The suffix tree of the
enhanced string is represented as Γ(�). Each node represents
� which denotes a string � that is the path from root to
the corresponding node. Each edge in suffix tree Γ(�) is a
substring of �$. Let �� represents the subtree rooted at node
�. The root of suffix tree is denoted as ����(Γ(�)).
A suffix link is an auxiliary unlabeled edge between two
nodes ���, � such that ��� → � where �� is a character.
Algorithm 1 Average-link(� , �)
{� is a set of surnames, each �� ∈ � is a vector of �
dimensions, � is a desired number of clusters}
Place each surname �� ∈ � in a separate cluster. Let it be
�� = {�1, �2, . . . , ��} and � = 1.
{ Let ∣�� ∣ be the number of clusters at iteration �}
while ∣�� ∣ > � do
Select two closest clusters ��, �� ∈ �� such that
������(��, ��) is a maximum.
Form a new cluster � = �� ∪ ��.
Next set of clusters is ��+1 = �� ∪ {�}∖{��, ��}.
j=j+1;
end while
Output final clustering ��
Fig. 2. Suffix Tree for an email address aamalam$ (e.g aa-
malam@yahoo.com). The surname is alam$, it is a substring in the e-mail















Suffix links are used significantly to speedup the insertion of
each new suffix. Each suffix shares the prefix of previous suffix
and suffix links are useful to jump quickly to another node in
the suffix tree and hence suffix tree construction algorithm is
linear. Each non-leaf node of a suffix tree Γ(�) has a suffix
link [12] and the suffix link for a root is root itself. If the
set of all non-empty strings � such that �� belongs to nodes
in the suffix tree for some string � (possibly empty) then the
set contains all possible substrings of �$. The suffix tree data
structure is useful for computations on substrings of a string.
Each leaf node represents a suffix of the given string and the
dotted lines represent the suffix links.
D. Surname matching method in an e-mail address
The proposed e-mail address categorization method uses
surname matching method and semantic clusters of surnames
which is proposed in phase one. It constructs a suffix tree for
an e-mail address. Further, it identifies any substring in the e-
mail address that matches with a surname. If it finds a surname
as a substring in the e-mail address then the e-mail address
is assigned to the cluster to which the surname belongs. If it
does not find any surname then it returns a null. Similarly,
it checks for each surname and if any surname matches as
a substring in the e-mail address then the e-mail address is
Algorithm 2 SurnameMatching(��, Γ(�), ����ℎ)
{�� ∈ � is a surname � in a set of surnames � . Let ∣��∣ be
number of characters in surname ��. Let Γ(�) be suffix tree
of an e-mail address. Let ����ℎ be the string matched with
the surname in the e-mail address and it is empty initially.}
Let string temp=�;
{let � be next child of ����(Γ(�)) and �.���� be it’s edge.
let ��[�] be a character at position � of string ��}
while ����(Γ(�)) has next child do
k=0;
while � < ∣�.����∣ & � < ∣��∣ & �.����[�]=��[�] do
k++;
end while
if k ∕= 0 & k=∣��∣ then
����ℎ = ����ℎ+ ��;
return ����ℎ;
else
if k ∕= 0 & i=∣�.����∣ then
{let ��[�,�] be a substring between position � to �
of ��}









assigned to the cluster to which the surname belongs. Since
the e-mail address is represented in a compact trie of suffixes,
the proposed method is a fast one which verifies against all
surnames to identify which surname is present as substring in
it. If there are two surnames present as substrings in an e-mail
address then it is categorized into any one of the two surname’s
clusters. In general, it is unusual, however, in such cases it
categorizes the e-mail address into the cluster of surname that
occurs first.
Surname matching method in an e-mail address identifies
whether or not the surname present as substring in the e-
mail address. The algorithm SurnameMatching takes surname
��, suffix tree of an e-mail address Γ(�), and empty string
match which represents the matching part of surname in the
e-mail address. The SurnameMatching algorithm compares the
surname �� with the string associated to the edge of each child
of the root node. If the surname �� matches with prefix of the
edge then it returns surname which is identified in the e-mail
address. If there is no edge that matches with the prefix of ��
then it returns a null (It says there is no substring present).
Otherwise, if a prefix of surname �� is matched then the prefix
is copied into the match string, eliminates the prefix from
surname, and calls SurnameMatching algorithm at child node
to check whether or not the remaining surname as substring in
the e-mail address recursively.The detailed algorithm is given
in 2 .
Figure 2 denotes the suffix tree for an e-mail address
aamalam$ and alam$ is the surname. Given a surname �� and
a suffix tree Γ(�) where � is an e-mail address, the proposed
method finds weather �� is a substring or not in �(∣��∣) time.
In the example, the edge ’a’ is matched with the prefix of
surname alam$ and the algorithm finds a child node attached
to ’a’ and traverses that child node. It finds the edge lam$ that
matches with the remaining characters of the surname (i.e.,
lam$) and hence assigns the cluster to which the surname
belongs. If there are � surnames then the time complexity





This section describes experimental results. We have two
countries names and e-mail addresses data sets, viz., India
and United Kingdom. India corpus has 17.4 million names
and 14.9 million e-mail addresses collected over 277 locations
which covered 28 provinces and 6 union territories. United
Kingdom corpus has 0.924 million names and 1.048 million
e-mail addresses collected over 115 locations in United King-
dom. Location information is not used in e-mail address, per-
haps, it is used to identify semantics of surnames which in-turn
used to categorize e-mail addresses. In Figures 3 and 4, the
horizontal axis represents surname or e-mail address domain
and vertical axis represents frequency of surnames or e-mail
addresses in log scale. The frequency of 40 most frequent
surnames and 40 most frequent e-mail address domains for
India and United Kingdom data sets are given in Figures 3
and 4 respectively.
In phase 1, we extracted the 500 most frequently occurring
surnames which are represented in a vector space model
for India and United Kingdom names data set. For India
names data set, 277 vectors were generated correspond to
277 locations and for United Kingdom names data set, 115
vectors were generated correspond to 115 locations. After
applying LSA, we chose 60 dimensions for each surname in a
decomposed matrix which corresponds to surnames in order to
find semantic similarity among surnames and clustered them
into 30 groups.
Analysis of the spatial concentration of surnames has been
developed in Great Britain [5] using the Location Quotient
(LQ) to measure the concentration of any surname at different
locations. Let ��� be the frequency of surname � in location
� and let �� be the frequency of surname � in Great Britain.


















For each �, we represented surname � in the location � which
has maximum ���� value in order to analyse the semantic
clusters of surnames.
Semantic clusters of surnames for India names data set and
United Kingdom names data set are plotted in Figure 5 and 6
respectively. We have calculated �� values of each surname
at all locations and taken the location that has the maximum
�� value 2. For a surname, if the �� value in a location is a
maximum means the surname concentration in that location is
the highest. Also, we have eliminated a few surnames that have
relatively low maximum �� value. Hence, we have plotted
123 surnames for India names data set and 118 surnames for
United Kingdom names data set in which the horizontal axis
represents surnames and the vertical axis represents locations
where the surname concentration is a maximum. The size of
the circle represents the �� value and the number represents
the semantic cluster number to each surname from 1 to 30.
From Figure 5, it is clear that clusters 3, 6, 11, and 28
contain surnames that are each heavily concentrated in a single
province. It can be observed that surnames in clusters 21,
28 belong to a single community. Many of the surnames in
cluster 29 are highly concentrated in West Bengal and many
of the surnames in clusters 9 and 25 are highly concentrated
in Goa, Maharashtra, Dadra & Nagar Haweli, Daman & Diu
and Andaman & Nicobar, but are split between two clusters.
Hence, it can be concluded that surnames found in cluster 9
and 25 are the result of migration between Goa, Maharashtra,
Dadra & Nagar Haweli, Daman & Diu and Andaman &
Nicobar, but, highly concentrated in Goa.
From Figure 6, since the �� values are measured at each
location and hence all clusters are heavily concentrated in
two and more locations which are limited to a few locations
for some clusters. For example, surnames in cluster 28 are
heavily concentrated in Zetland, Belfast, and Uxbridge. It can
be observed that surnames in clusters 18 and 10 belong to a
single community which are heavily concentrated in a single
location, viz., Bradford and Uxbridge.
TABLE I
CATEGORIZATION OF E-MAIL ADDRESSES FOR India DATA SET
No E-mail address surname category
1 anal.chatterjee@domain1.com chatterjee 29
2 anshukataria@domain1.com kataria 8
3 anwesha.bakshi@domain1.com bakshi 4
4 arnabghoshd@domain1.com ghosh 29
5 binitmishra8@domain1.com mishra 12
6 chawlaarvinder@domain1.com chawla 8
7 eesatish.kumar@domain1.com kumar 1
8 feroj khan@domain2.com khan 1
9 bedgautam@domain2.com gautam 23
In the second phase, we analysed 14.9 million e-mail
addresses and found that 3.7 million e-mail addresses have 500
most frequent surnames as substrings for India e-mail address
data set. We categorized these 3.7 million e-mail addresses
into 30 groups based on the clusters of surnames obtained
in the phase 1 of the method. We analysed 1.048 million e-
mail addresses and found 318,867 of e-mail addresses have
2For India names data set, the provinces are considered to calculate ��
value whereas for United Kingdom names data set, the locations themselves
considered to calculate �� values
Fig. 3. Frequency of 40 most frequent surnames and 40 most frequent




































































Number of e-mail addresses vs damain name statistics for India data























































Surnames statistics for India data
Number of e-mail addresses in domain
Fig. 4. Frequency of 40 most frequent surnames and 40 most frequent
































































Number of e-mail addresses vs damain name statistics for UK data
























































Surnames statistics for UK data
Number of e-mail addresses in domain
TABLE III





































500 most frequent surnames as substrings for United Kingdom
e-mail address data set. Table I and II present the sample
results of 9 e-mail addresses and their categories based on
the semantics of their parent surnames for India and United
Kingdom data sets respectively. For example, e-mail addresses
1 and 4 suggest surnames chatterjee, ghosh respectively which
belong to the same cluster 29 and hence these two e-mail
addresses are assigned to group 29. Similarly, we can see
that e-mail address 7 and 8 assigned to group 1. Table III
presents the categorization of 3.7 million and 318,867 of
e-mail addresses for India and United Kingdom data sets
respectively and the number of e-mail addresses belonging
to each category is presented.
TABLE II
CATEGORIZATION OF E-MAIL ADDRESSES FOR United Kingdom DATA SET
No E-mail address surname category
1 glennis.middleton@domin1.com middleton 1
2 emily.curtis1@domin1.com curtis 11
3 amanda.francis@domin1.com francis 11
4 darrenmbates@domain2.com bates 1
5 georgeamos44@domin3.com george 23
6 johnnysingh1971@domain2.com singh 30
7 michaelburton1983@domin3.com burton 23
8 manishakaur2000@domin4.com kaur 30
9 emmasjones2@domin2.com jones 2
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In general, an e-mail address is created to reflect the identity
of an entity and it is common to see surnames as substring in




















































































A) Semantics of surnames from 1 to 62 
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B) Semantics of surnames from 63 to 123
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the e-mail address of an identifiable individuals. In this paper,
we have analysed statistical relationships among surnames and
clustered them into several groups using a vector space model
in the first phase. We used latent semantic analyses to identify
semantic similarity among surnames and used the average-link
clustering method to allocate surnames between 30 clusters.
In the second phase, the categorization of an e-mail address
has been carried out. If the e-mail address contains a surname
identifiable as a substring and can thus be assigned to one
of the surname clusters. This is done efficiently by using the
suffix tree of an e-mail address.
Through the experimental evaluations it is shown here that
the surnames present as substring in an e-mail address can be
retrieved which can be useful in the future to link individuals
multiple digital identities to their physical identities. The e-
mail addresses can then be assigned to locations because
the geographic distributions of most surnames are far from
random. From India and United Kingdom data sets, this is
clearly the case from the results of our analysis of the 500
most frequently occurring surnames and the assignment of 3.7
million and 318,867 corresponding e-mail addresses into 30
groups for two data sets.
The future directions of this work will include i) finding an
optimal number of clusters using the average-link clustering
method; and ii) developing an efficient and fast approach for
e-mail address database mining in order to find frequent sub-
patterns that occur in the e-mail addresses.
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A) Semantics of surnames from 1 to 59



































































































































B) Semantics of surnames from 60 to 118
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